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Sense 

"Cantonese Cuisine in Tokyo"

Chinese cuisine is amongst the most ancient, popular and delicious in the

world, and for those who want to taste it at its authentic best, Sense is a

must-visit. A refined atmosphere and efficient staff make the dining

experience a memorable one, but what really stands out is the wonderful,

panoramic view that accompanies the meal from the 37th floor of the

Mandarin Oriental hotel. Set lunch, dinner and dim sum menus are

available. Offering authentic cuisine with a view, this place is a great

exemplar of haute cuisine.

 +81 3 3270 8188  www.mandarinoriental.co

m/tokyo/nihonbashi/fine-di

ning/restaurants/cantones

e-cuisine/sense

 motyo-fbres@mohg.com  2-1-1 Nihonbashi Muromachi,

Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo

 by jonathanvalencia5   

Hei Fung Terrace 

"Serene Ambiance"

Get a taste of the Chinese cuisine in Peninsula Tokyo's elegant restaurant

Hei Fung Terrace. Specializing in Cantonese, the food is both delicious

and authentic. With three separate dining rooms within the restaurant

premises, privacy during a meal is guaranteed. The Suzhou Garden theme

adds to the serene ambiance of the place, making it ideal for all kinds of

social engagements.

 +81 3 6270 2888  tokyo.peninsula.com/en/fi

ne-dining/hei-fung-terrace-

chinese-restaurant

 ptk@peninsula.com  1-8-1 Yurakucho, Chiyoda

City, Second Floor, The

Peninsula Tokyo, Tokyo

 by Kevin Haas 

Chinois 

"French Food & Wine!"

If there's one drink that goes wonderfully with French food, it's wine. This

is a terrific restaurant which serves a variation of French and Japanese

dishes with a selection of wines from various countries. Try their foie gras

don, which consists of foie gras served over rice and sprinkled with green

onions and ginger - it's a real knockout. Completing the experience is the

elegant atmosphere and decor, which is distinctly French in flavor.

 +81 3 3571 3108  www.chinois.jp/ginza/  ginza@chinois.jp  6-4-5 Ginza, Chuo City,

Oriental Building B1, Tokyo
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China Blue 

"Savor the Views and Flavors"

As the name suggests, China Blue serves authentic Chinese cuisine. As

you enter this restaurant in Conrad Tokyo, you will already be spellbound

by the spacious and elegant setting. Sit back in the private dining rooms

to savor the breathtaking views of Hamarikyu Garden and Tokyo Bay.

Chef Albert Tse cooks up delicious cuisine, including wholesome stir-fried

seasonal vegetables and macadamia nuts and scrumptious Shingaporean
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noodles.

 +81 3 6388 8745  www.conradtokyo.co.jp/re

staurants/chinablue?utm_s

ource=google&utm_mediu

m=map

 tokyoinfo@conradhotels.co

m

 1-9-1 Higashi-Shinbashi,

MInato City, Conrad Tokyo,

Tokyo

 by Calvin Hanson on

Unsplash on Unsplash   

Ryutenmon 

"Chinese Food at its Best"

Ryutenmon, situated in the Tokyo Westin Hotel, is a city institution and is

widely believed to serve the best Chinese food in Tokyo. They serve a

high-quality version of all the classics - from the dim-sum cart at lunch to

the succulent pork belly for dinner, and the restaurant draws in an

anticipatory crowd most nights. For refreshment, there is a good wine list,

as well as a selection of Chinese spirits and carefully chosen teas. Private

rooms are available; book ahead for reservations.

 +81 3 5423 7787  www.ryutenmontokyo.com/en/hom

e

 1-4-1 Mita, Meguro City, 2F, Westin

Hotel Tokyo, Tokyo
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